The Quarry Max Duty Wing pulley is made for severe applications where wing folding and abrasion issues are a concern. It resists wing folding by utilizing an end disc when necessary to keep wing heights ideal, short enough to resist folding, long enough to provide adequate rigidity. Ideally suited for harsh applications and for very abrasive conditions.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- ¾” x 2” contact bar on 14” diameter and up
- 5/8” x 1-1/2” contact bar on diameters larger than 10” and less than 14”
- Reinforcement rings not required
- Quarry Max A.R. version available
  - ½” wings
  - ¾” x 2” A.R.400 contact bar on diameters 14” and up
  - 3/8” x 1” A.R.400 contact bar on diameters less than 14”